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During the 1981-82 season the Antarctic Search for Meteorites
(ANSMET) expedition had several objectives: (1) to conduct a
reconnaissance survey of selected bare icefields within helicop-
ter range of the northern Victoria Land camp, (2) to determine
whether or not an anomalously circular feature at Litell Rocks in
northern Victoria Land is a meteorite impact feature, (3) to
search systematically the Main Icefield** at the Allan Hills, (4) to
reconnoiter the three icefields to the west of the Allan Hills
Main Icefield, (5) to resurvey the triangulation chain at the Allan
Hills Main Icefield, and (6) to obtain gravity measurements at
the triangulation chain stations.

Robert Fudali and I conducted the reconnaissance in north -
ern Victoria Land during the period 24 November-15 December
1981. The reconnaissance searches were made mainly by heli-
copter., with occasional ground checks. Bare ice patches at the
Lonely One Nunatak, Renirie Rocks, Emlen Peaks, Outback
Nunataks, Johannessen Nunataks, Frontier Mountain,
Onlooker Nunatak, and Monument Nunataks areas were vis-
ited as were icefields in the southern and western regions of the
Daniels Range. A snowmobile traverse of the ice patches in the
Gallipoli Heights area was also completed. No meteorites were
found.

Although most of the reconnaissance was done by helicopter
over bare ice patches with locally abundant terrestrial rocks, it
was concluded that no large concentrations of meteorites simi-
lar to those found at the Allan Hills or Queen Fabiola Hills
(Yamato Mountains) exist in the areas visited. A few observa-
tions may provide clues to explain this lack of similar sites. A
broad, ridge-like topographic rise trending northeast-south-
west, with its nose in the vicinity of the upper Rennick Glacier,
is present in the east antarctic ice sheet. The east antarctic ice
sheet appears to supply the Rennick Glacier with only a limited
amount of ice, the bulk of the ice passing to the south and west.
If large collecting areas are required to produce large con-
centrations of meteorites, the Rennick Glacier probably would
not have such concentrations. A similar situation seems to exist
in the Ellsworth Mountains region (Cassidy 1980).

Most of the meteorites recovered by U.S. efforts have been
found on ablation surfaces upstream of partial or complete
barriers to iceflow. In the areas visited in northern Victoria Land
there were no such exposed icefields upstream. The Rennick
Glacier is an active and vigorous glacial system because of the
apparent relatively high accumulation rates in the region. Areas

*Presen t address: Salisbury & Dietz, Inc., Spokane, Washington
99204.

**The designations Main Icefield, Near Western Icefield, and Middle
Western Icefield are not official names, but the features are distinct
geographic units.
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Areas of the Allan Hills icefields explored by detailed, systematic
grid search (line pattern) and on a reconnaissance level (dotted
pattern) during the 1981-82 season. Heavy dashed line outlines the
only area of the Middle Western Icefield where meteorites were
found.

of stagnant ice probably are not extensive and are not likely to
have been in a steady-state situation for the periods of time
which appear to be necessary to form residual concentrations of
meteorites (Cassidy and Rancitelli 1982).

Fudali and I visited an anomalously circular feature at Litell
Rocks (71°23'S 162°00'E). After a detailed inspection of the area,
we concluded that the feature was not formed by meteorite
impact. It apparently was formed by glacial processes.

The icefields in the Allan Hills (76°45'S 159°40'E) region,
southern Victoria Land, were visited for a sixth season. John
Annexstad and Ludolf Schultz were in the field from 12 Novem-
ber to 13 December. They resurveyed the triangulation network
established during the 1978-79 season (Annexstad and Nishio
1979) and continued the yearly ablation measurements. Their
results are reported in this issue of the Antarctic Journal.

Ursula Marvin, Fudali, Ghislaine Crozaz, W. A. Cassidy, and
I were in the Allan Hills from 22 December 1981 to 23 January
1982. First we made snowmobile reconnaissance traverses to
determine the areas of the icefields most likely to have the
highest meteorite densities. Then, drawing on the results of the
reconnaissance and on past experience in the Allan Hills, we
made detailed, systematic grid searches of the most promising
areas.

We searched portions of three separate icefields (figure). The
Main Icefield, immediately west of the Allan Hills, had pre-
viously yielded the greatest number of meteorites from south-
ern Victoria Land. Using the systematic search strategy, we
recovered an additional 286 meteorite specimens from the Main
Icefield.

We also searched systematically a portion of the Near West-
ern Icefield, which lies approximately 20 kilometers west of the
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Preliminary tabulation and tentative Identification of meteorite
specimens recovered from the Allan Hills icefields, 1981-1982

Classification

Ordinary Carbonaceous	Stony-
chondrite	chondrite	Achondrite iron Iron Total

Main Icefield	275	2	8	0	1 286
Near Western

	

Icefield	75	0	0	2	1	78
Middle Western

	

lcefield	12	1	1	0	0	14

	

Total	362	3	9	2	2 378

Allan Hills, and recovered a total of 78 meteorite specimens. At
least 52 of these are fragments of a single meteorite and may be
similar to many of the 30 specimens recovered by helicopter
searches in the same area during the 1977-78 and 1978-79 sea-
sons (Cassidy 1978, 1979, personal communication).

A 1-day reconnaissance traverse was made to the Middle
Western Icefield, located some 31 kilometers west-southwest of
the Allan Hills, where 14 meteorite fragments representing 11
individual meteorites were recovered. Several other meteorites
were found but not recovered because of poor weather and
insufficient time.

A total of 378 meteorite specimens were recovered from the
Allan Hills icefields during the 1981-82 season: 314 field sample
numbers were issued, because in some cases two or more speci-
mens were included in one collection bag. The table shows the
preliminary tabulation of recoveries and tentative identification
of the specimens.

Most of the locations where meteorites were found were
determined by simple surveying methods. Detailed location
maps currently being produced will prove useful in answering
questions concerning the distribution of fragments of individu-
al meteorites, meteorite distribution on the icefields, terrestrial
age distributions across the field of occurrence, and the con-
centration mechanisms for meteorites on the icecap.

A gravity survey across the Allan Hills Main Icefield was
undertaken and the data were used to calculate ice thickness
and depth profiles. The results of this study are reported by
Robert Fudali later in this section.

Ice samples were obtained for continuing carbon-14, carbon
dioxide, and trapped-air studies.

Ian Whillans, of Ohio State University, joined the party for
the last week in the field. He took a close look at the Allan Hills
icefields and collected a number of ice samples for oxygen
isotope and carbon dioxide studies.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 78-21104.
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Triangulation survey of the Allan Hills
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The triangulation network spanning 13 kilometers of the Al-
lan Hills icefield was established in 1978 by a joint Japanese-
American survey party (Annexstad and Nishio 1979). This 20-
station network was remeasured in 1979, and the data on hori-

zontal and vertical motion were published by Nishio and An-
nexstad in 1980.

An analysis of those survey data indicated that the icefield
was essentially stagnant, but the values were considered pre-
liminary because of measurement errors of nearly 100 percent.
Consequently, it was decided to remeasure the network in 1981
to see if the percentage of error could he lowered.

We entered the field on 13 November 1981 and began measur-
ing the network immediately. Clear weather and low winds
prevailed for a few days, allowing us to complete initial ablation
measurements and angular determinations at six stations. Incle-
ment weather and high winds forced a cessation of survey
operations for nearly 2 weeks, reducing the time available for
fieldwork. The basic survey of the network was completed just
prior to the 15 December 1981 flight back to the United States.
Since we had to return to the United States on that flight, there
was insufficient time to add a westward extension to the tri-
angulation network.

Schultz is working to reduce the 1981 resurvey data as well as
the data from previous seasons. Preliminary findings con-
cerning the icefield's motion in the horizontal plane over 3 years
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